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NEW UTG PRO®  
Michigan Made Handguards 

Leapers UTG Booths 2146, 2246, 14803 
 
 The UTG PRO® ARWEN free float M-LOK® handguards for the AR15 is a series of 6 different length handguards featuring 
our new proprietary and patent-pending steel barrel nut which requires little to no timing of the gas tube or installation screws. 
The two unique installation screws feature rotating tabs that directly index against a valley cut through the circumference of the 
barrel nut after being threaded through the handguard itself for a quick and secure installation. The threaded holes within the 
handguard feature reinforced steel HeliCoils for reliable thread integrity.  
 
 The handguards features an ergonomic octagonal profile, M-LOK® slots at the 3, 6, and 9 O’clock positions, lightening 
cuts throughout its length, and a full length top Picatinny rail that is flush and continuous with the upper receiver. Integral anti-
rotation tabs accurately align the handguard with the upper receiver and prevents the handguard from flexing or rotating 
unintentionally. CNC machined from 6061-T6 Aluminum and finished in a matte black anodization, these minimalist free float 
handguards are compatible with left or right handed mil-spec upper receivers and are available in the following lengths. 
 

UTG PRO® ARWEN Series 
MTU044SEM, 7”, $59.97 MSRP 

MTU045SEM, 10”, $64.97 MSRP 
MTU046SEM, 14”, $69.97 MSRP 
MTU047SEM, 15”, $74.97 MSRP 
MTU048SEM, 17”, $79.97 MSRP 
MTU049SEM, 5”, $59.97 MSRP 

 
 The UTG PRO® FORERUNNER free float M-LOK® handguards for the AR15 is a series of 6 different length handguards 
featuring our new proprietary and patent-pending steel barrel nut which requires little to no timing of the gas tube or installation 
screws. The two unique installation screws feature rotating tabs that directly index against a valley cut through the 
circumference of the barrel nut after being threaded through the handguard itself for a quick and secure installation. The 
threaded holes within the handguard feature reinforced steel HeliCoils for reliable thread integrity.  
 
 The handguards features an ergonomic octagonal profile, primary M-LOK® slots at the 3, 6, and 9 O’clock positions, 
secondary M-LOK® slots at the front along the 45° slot tracks (excludes MTU049SPM 5”), intricate lightening cuts throughout its 
length that massively reduce weight, and a skinned top Picatinny rail that is flush and continuous with the upper receiver with 
only 3 slots at the front and rear. Integral anti-rotation tabs accurately align the handguard with the upper receiver and prevents 
the handguard from flexing or rotating unintentionally. CNC machined from 6061-T6 Aluminum and finished in a matte black 
anodization, these premium free float handguards are compatible with left or right handed mil-spec upper receivers, includes an 
M-LOK® Picatinny rail section and QD sling swivel adaptor, and are available in the following lengths. 

 
UTG PRO® FORERUNNER Series 
MTU044SPM, 7”, $149.97 MSRP 

MTU045SPM, 10”, $159.97 MSRP 
MTU046SPM, 14”, $179.97 MSRP 
MTU047SPM, 15”, $189.97 MSRP 
MTU048SPM, 17”, $199.97 MSRP 
MTU049SPM, 5”, $139.97 MSRP 
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NEW UTG PRO®  
Michigan Made Handguards 

 
 
 
 The UTG PRO® Super Slim SD free float M-LOK® handguards for the AR15 is a series of 4 different length handguards 
with the same beloved features carried over from our Super Slim M-LOK® series, but are suppressor compatible with their 1.74” 
inner diameter. The handguards use a proprietary and patent-pending steel barrel nut that utilizes two unique installation screws 
featuring rotating tabs that directly index against a valley cut through the barrel nut’s circumference after being threaded 
through the handguard itself for a quick and secure installation. The threaded holes within the handguard feature reinforced 
steel HeliCoils for reliable thread integrity.  
 
 Features carried over from our regular Super Slim M-LOK® series include: the ergonomic octagonal profile with grooved 
surface for comfortable handling, M-LOK® slots across all 7 slot tracks around the handguard, and a full length top Picatinny rail 
that is flush and continuous with the upper receiver. Integral anti-rotation tabs accurately align the handguard with the upper 
receiver and prevents the handguard from flexing or rotating unintentionally. CNC machined from 6061-T6 Aluminum and 
finished in a matte black anodization, the Super Slim SD free float handguards are compatible with left or right handed mil-spec 
upper receivers, includes an M-LOK® Picatinny rail section and QD sling swivel adaptor, and are available in the following lengths. 

 
UTG PRO® Super Slim SD 

MTU044XLM, 7”, $119.97 MSRP 
MTU045XLM, 10”, $129.97 MSRP 
MTU046XLM, 14”, $139.97 MSRP 

MTU047XLM, 15.5”, $149.97 MSRP 

 
 
 

 

 

 


